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A~ttract and tested in continuous operation. For
flow field modeling, extensive numerical

- :se oceration of MPD thrusters, various programs have been developed [3]. The
-nstacilities appear which at least partly nozzle type thruster DT2-IRS represented in
-'a ract jet been identified, and the Fig. I has been thoroughly investigated
-eascns for their existence are in most [4].
cases rot yet fully understood. In order to
start a systematic investigation of insta-

- s occurriang in MPD thruster flows, neutral segments insulator anode1-ear as weil as nonlinear, a three-fluid
t--=3er = ecuations with one chemical reac- 7
t-z- :lonization) for a simple thruster
r,;.el was used to derive the dispersion re-

lation for micro- as well as macroinsta-
- 1'es. 'he method of solution applied,

- '-anal ti:al method (QAM), was de-
.,e escecially for studying nonlinear

ani turbulent behavior of MPO flows and em-
'=/ s an algebraic computer code, in the

ctrse-ted case "MACSYMA". As a first step, ;i......
Se .'sar dispersion relation was solved

- selected case of an argon jet.
-:-a-s as placec on the macroinstabili-

-. !enerated b> flow conditions. The
a -.t- a'.e instability could be identi-

fie. T :e growth rates and characteristic
-a.encies of the instability were derived

and their behavior investigated.

----- cathode

Introduction propellant flow

-Uring the early 1970's in the USA and
Europe, work on MPD propulsion had come to
a :z-'csts standstill due to the lack of Fig. 1: Self-field nozzle type MPO
a.,:ac'e ocwe' in space, so that most of thruster DT2-IRS.
-rs effcrt in electric propulsion was di-
-eca3 on ion engines. However, with the
;sgi-r--, of the 1980's, a renewed interest This thruster is a rotationally symmetric

- sationary self-field MPD thrusters with accelerator in which the propellant is fed
a serformance range of a few hundred kilo- into the arc chamber along the thoriated
-at-s -ad been awakened. The reasons being tungsten cathode. The arc chamber and
.re that for orbit adjustments and maneu- nozzle are constructed of individual water
ers. the use of an MPD self-field accel- cooled segments isolated from one anctner.

e'at:r can result in an economization of The end segment of the nozzle serves as tne
mass and travel time in spite of its low anode. The thrust of the entire system is
eficiency', sin:e the optimum specific im- composed of a self-magnetic comonent re-
culse for these applications lies between sulting from the interaction between the
'' arn 2000 sec, as shown in recent mis- electric current and its own self-induced
sicn analyses [1,2]. Furthermore, as a pre- magnetic field and a thermcdynamic compo-
reau'site for the operation of a self-field nent due to the ohmic neating in the arc
aczelerator, the development of nuclear re- chamber and tne gas expansion in the

a:tzrs fir space purposes has oeen resumed nozzle. The sonic transition occurs at the
-. thn the 'SA (SP-100) and France (ERATO). nozzle throat of the thruster. The engine

is designec to operate from 1000 to 5000 A
t t :e -stit'ut fur Raumfahrtsysteme using argon cr molecular gases like nitro-

'Institute for Space Systems) of the Uni- gen or hydrogen as the propellant. The
.ersity of Stuttgart, MPD self-field ac- range of voltage is 30 to 100 V, depending
celerators are currently being developed on the choice of propellant and the
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discharge current. Within certain operating 0.040
limits, the engine forms a completely sta- 0.036-
tionary, well-reproducible arc discharge current: 4962 A
with diffuse attachments on ootn of the 0.032 mossfi: caSho -- 0.72 pg/ *-Ao.

0.0- -- 0.08 g/g Mron
electrodes. 0.028

Since the electromagnetic contribution to 0.020

the thrust increases with the square of the 0020

discharge current I and the effective ex- 3 0.016

haust velocity is inversely proportional to '- 0.012
the mass flow rate h, the MPD thruster E 0.008
should therefore be operated at high cur- <
rents with small propellant rates. This 0.004

will also result in a maximum efficiency. 0.000-
Unfortunately, from all experiments con- .004
ducted with such engines, a limitation in 0.0 1.0E+06 2.0E+06 3.0E+06 4.0E+06 5.0E+06
the operation range emerges at a certain

value of I
2
/r, called the critical value or Frequency [ Hertz

onset point. Exceeding this critical value

leads to instabilities in the operation of

the engine [4,5,6]. The resulting insta- Fig. 3: Frequency spectrum of the

oilities can manifest themselves macro- oscillations (DT2-IRS).

scopicalli in the formation of discharge
sects on t:e anode which lead to the de-
structicn of the anode. In the same current Kuriki and lida [5] carried out a spectral
region, oscillations in the frequency range analysis in the critical regime of the MPO

cf 200 to 500 rHz and ca. 2 MHz occur (see thruster. It turned out to be very diffi-

Fg. 2). cult to identify the waves or instabilities
found without having a dispersion relation

90 ,i .8 at hand. Therefore a theoretical dispersion

80 tol mutw . o /nod g relation was derived by Choueiri et al. [9]
9 with0.08 g/ anodegas from the kinetic theory of gases, and ex-

70- A osciiation onset without onode gas periments were carried out to find the

-, ci tiononst with anode gas dispersion relation by experimental means,

> 60- - as well.

While Choueiri et al. used a linearized

S50- theory to derive their disperion relation
o from Boltzmann (Vlasov and BGK Approxi-
0 mation) and Poisson equations for

> 40- electrostatic microinstabilities (neglec-

ting transversal effects), the work pre-

sented here forms the first step for a
nonlinear investigation of both micro- and

macroinstabilites in MPD thrusters. The

30 basic equations used here are the complete
2 3 4 5 6 nonlinear differential equations forming

the model of a three-fluid system with one
Current [ kA ] ionization reaction [10,11,12]. This model

Fig urrent/voltage characteristic of describes the flow in an accelerated argon
ar MPt discharge (DT2-IRS). plasma jet. The thermodynamic properties of

argon were taken from Vargaftik [13]. The

first order equations of the quasi-

Since the occurrence of these instabilities analytical method (QAM) [14] were used to

limit the range of application of the obtain a linear dispersion relation

t,'ruster. it is of great interest to in- employing the symbolic computer algebra
stiate their nature. The anode spot for- code MACSYMA [15]. In a follow-on work, the

estigate ther natu e .Te anode spt f higher order equations of OAM shall be used
aton as nvestigated by Hugel . to include nonlinear phenomena, as well.

- ex~lained the occurrence of these anode

s;ots as a result of a depletion of charge Simplified Ecuations for tne Three-Fluid
;a-r-ers on the anode. For this reason, a

ar. en-ial gas in'et in front of the anode

.as incorccrated into the DT2-IRS thruster he selection of the basic equations is
. Trug te iection o a smal discussed in detail in another report ny

ra-,ct.on of tne propellant on the anode,
nte engine is able to operate at higher here, the transsort coeffcients such as

values of the scaling parameter I
2
/m; the collisional reaction rate for ioniiation

csciliations commence at higher values of , collisional momentum exchange parame-
S., collisional momentum exchange parame-

-is sarameter [7] (see Fg. 3. ters v1, icn viscosity q, electrical re-
hrace showed through a stability in sistivity n, thermal equilibration times

c=h!race [31. showed through a stabil ty n- thermal onductivities of electrons X.
.estigation of the plasma column that the a therav caonductivitis oele as radia

dolumn does become unstable at nearly the and heavy carticlesX , as well as rada-

same :crtical value of the parameter 12/ tve energy flux S were assumed as con-

as determined by Hgel, but this analysisns of co
allcws no prediction of growth rate or fre-
quency of this instability.
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"n n 2 O =0 the two Maxwell equations
-a +nadi(,) +grad(n a ) -*I+2 n a n.--- .Sn

= 0,(1)

rot(B) - oso A - Ito(nej - ne ) = 0. (8)

+n.div(v.)+grad(n).(n- nan 2 n SL = 0(2) rot(E) + = . (g)
(t K. at =  --

where the current density j was replaced by
Sits definition

a-l+n,l dlv(y) +grad(n, ).i - n.n,- -- S = O03)
at )e=,

1 = 1.k iklk = e(nl - n.) (10)
where nk are the number densities, yk the
flow ,elocites, and K. the equilibrium con-
stant for the components. With the excep- with the drift velocities of the electrons
tion of the equilibrium constant, where the ye and ions yi being determined from the
subscript e refers to the ionization pertaining equations of motion (4) and (5).
orocess, the subscript a refers to neutral For details concerning the transport coef-
atoms, i tc the (simply charged) ions and e ficients, reference is made to another re-
to electrons. port by the authors [16].

In the equations of motion, those of the
neavy oarticles (ions and atoms) were Derivation and Solution of the
aiC~C . assming a rapid collisional momen- Linear Dispersion Relation
tum exchange. The resulting equation bears
the susscript i. Thus there are two equa- As a method for the solution of systems of
tions of motion nonlinear differential equations, QAM [14]

establishes a hierarchy of linear inhomoge-
neous equations to be transformed into

nm kdgrad(n Fourier space. The first order solution
ne t 4 ' + kga(n ) corresponds to the solution of the liear

+ +a (4) dispersion relation. In this order, all
SneE vxBj (4) possible instabilities are defined, ac-

cording to Nyquist [171 also for the non-

+ mene(v°i +.a)(- ) = 0, linear case, and the linear growth rates
can be derived. Higher order solutions
yield the nonlinear instability growth and

[ - , ( ) the transition to turbulence. In this pa-

n1 mi - l.grad( ) + kgrad((na+n|)T) per, the investigation is restricted to the
nt J first order solution.

-"iL-*"-J (5) At first, the full equations (1) through

- m (nv + na. e)(v. - i) (10) were linearized, using the development

- no grad(div(v)) 0 °AY1 = 0. VL.t) = t4 Y LL. t)

M viz.: ^' Yo* + 1
--sc s not ,et defined are k the Boltzmann p(r t) " Ixl x (rit)

constant, Tk the temperature, E the elec- . =
tric and B the magnetic field strengths.
''s: *. the Lase of the energy equations, according to QAM [14]. With the aid of the
th se for the heavy particles were added, Fourier ansatz

(n .T) )xnkTd( )+ grad(n.T,) . T) (r,, = d I; (k.d) e - 'ck r -t dk de (11)
OAT. ) + n- n kT - 1

- °AT - 1  nkT, - nkT1 - nlon (6) the transformation into Fourier space is
l x- 1 performed. Both procedures are carried out

analytically by MACSYMA. For details on
+ 78e 2 (nly. - n, v) 2 = -S O ,  these procedures see [16]. The result is

the implicit linear disperscin relation
wnich constitutes a complex pclynor':i of

x , .na)T,) . x , t v the 18th order.

x-1 at) * -1

In order to be able to handle this e. ten-
k x, x , sive system on the DEC VAX 8300 computer,

4 -- grad(nT, ) *.v+ +--nakT div( 1 ) the numerical values for the various physi-
(7) cal parameters were intrcauced. At the same

+ k _grad(T ) . ~, rd ) - OAT time, the particular state of the olasma
+ flow to be nvestigated was specified.

1 n kT, nk' - n i. = 0, As a first example, the state of the lasma
T| x-1 ' jet emergirg frcm the MPD thruster close to

the nozzle was selected. In this case, tne
electric and magnet'c fields for the eaui-

..-ee x - the ra:z- c' the specf'- heats liorium state are zero. Zcnseouently, there
and En. the onizatcri enery. There remai' is no preferred spatial orientation, and

the direction of the wave vector k can be
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selected arbitrarily. The oscillating vec- Tne instability of interest is clearly that
tor of the electric fiela E1 is tnen or- ziassfeea as zero No. 1. Its eigen values
ented in relation to k. As k is selected in and eigen vectors are given in Table. 2.
the xoairection, Ex belongs to a longituci-
nai, Ey and E2 to transerse cs;i-latlons.
As mentioned before. the transccrt proper-

ties dere se e:e cr r--e aae- wave vector : - 0.3903803803800+00
ters and, for the example on rand. frozen complex frequency : - 0.109729767200D06
equillorium for the ionizaticn reaction was -i*0.343485757500D+05
assumed, hence S.a = 0. This leads to
x = 5/3 for three translational degrees of Z : 0.000000000000D+00 0.000000000000D+00
freedom. Furtnermore, for eaul ibrium EY : 0.000000000000D+00 O.O00000000000D+00
- - n. The data selected for the argon EX -0.109949182244D-17 -0.147827976479D-17

SB 0.000000000000D+00 0.0000000000000+00;e- are shown in TaCle i. BY 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 0.000000000000D+00
BX : 0.00000000000D+00 0.000000000000D+00
TI 0.215069015647D-15 -0.717171546634D-16
VI : 0.000000000000D+00 O.000000000000D+00

n VIY 0000000000000D+00 0.000000000000D+00T = 000 K p = - bar - = 0.47 VIX :0.581423253002D-14 -0.182136606619D-14
l .NI : 0.704220295550D+00 -0.148239343266D-03

n" n? 3.404- 3 n1 1 4 3 46 10  TE 0.277986620523D-14 0.802703676489D-16S 3  
3 VZ: 0.000000000000D+00 O.O00000000000OOOOOOOOOOOD+00

- 1 . kg VEY : 0.00000000000D+00 0.00000000000D+000 = 1.20 - 5 
- VEX :0.581499940866D-14 -0.182026220206D-14ms NE : 0.704266770649D+00 0.000000000000D+00

vI= 4.569. e v = 1.017 1033  NA : 0.899003268196D-01 -0.189241427595D-04
S S
1 1 Table 2: Eigen values ano eigen vectors

v = 1.233 -10"1 v = 1.750 -10 for the instability of zero No. 1.
S S

X0 - 9.147. K)- 4  - X? = 8.303 - 10- 6

mK mK Below that, the variation in the complex

S=4.896-10- 7 s plane, the phase velocity, the group velo-
= 4.8 city, the dependence of o, and w, as well

7acie 1: Cata for the basic state of the as vph (phase velocity) on pressure and
a'-gor Jet. temperature are given in Figs. 4 through

12.

S '-a , al:ulation *f t-.e zeros of
- 7 :- - s -ela-tin for' the range

-: IG1 [m-' ] showed that the range -00
of tre wave vectcr of interest concerning
-,5;ilities is given by ioo

3

:." i £ i50 [m-'- ] "

- e .a:':, of the zercs was performed
. = :- : z; cr-gra numerically. A modi- -100

.e: .eren' of tne program CPZERO from the
-_ATE: library was used [16], which permits -oo0

tr =-terminat;cn of all zeros of a complex
s=lynomial also without employing estimated
:n!tial values. Besides the zeros, the ei- -
=-, ,asues and eigen vectors of the deter-

m'red instabilities were calculated. -00o 3 so so 0 o20 30 40 50 60 O 80 90 O0 110 120

Essentially, three instabilities were [io3 ]
. ere classifie as zeros Nos. 1 Fig. 4: Variation of zero No. 1 in the

;-- .-va ues for ma:<:mum growth complex plane.

No. 1: k - 0.39038 [m-1

w = 1.09730 105 - I 3.43486 * 10 [sec-1]

v = 2.81084-105 [m/sec] /

a' ,nstac'e 1-ogitudinal wave

(E, =E = 0).

No. 2: k = 1.23232 102 [mm ] 60

= 4.92604- 10 1 - I 3.55936-103 [sec-'] 40

vp, = 3.99834 10-1[m/sec]

a: etre'mel slow longitudinal wave and 20

No. 3: k - 7.64646 [m-'] o so20 30 40 50 60 70 s0 90 00 It0 20

= 3.64397 104 - 1 1.89546 10 4 [sec-'] , ;s os3]

Vph= 4.76556103 [m/sec] g. 5: Phase veilciti for instacility of
zerc No. .

also a relat,,ely scow longituinal wave.
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Fig. 7: Frequency versus pressure. Fig. 10: Frequency versus temperature.
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ig. 3: Growth rate versus pressure. Fig. 11: Growth rate versus temperature.
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electron gas to the neutrals and thus to
heating of the neutral gas. The energy loss
from the electrons can be calculated from
quasi-linear theory, yielding a cooling

400 rate (see, e.g., (20]),

300 Q:n= < 2m[o.x,(k..)] >k p (12)

200 where Xe is the susceptibility of the elec-
trons, calculated from the dispersion rela-
tion

100

1 + Xe + X + Xa = 0. (13)

0
9 10 11 12 TCI10K] The braces <... ) indicate the mean value

with respect to the wave vector k. EF is

g. 12: Phase velocity versus the total fluctuation energy density

temperature.

IF = Jak dk . (14)

Cisc-ssion of Results

Besides this anomalous cooling rate Qan
zr V-scussion, the data of the unstable for the electrons (= heating rate for the

wa-e of particular interest here are given neutrals), the anomalous contribution to
tcgether with characteristic data of the the effective collision rate is given by
ac'-i ,g fluid:

1 v'= <lm[-x.(..)]>k 29F (15)
maximum growth rate . y = - = 3.4-10 4*-. m'v,

circular frequency r= 105 -1, In order to calculate Qa* and v", expres-
s sions for Xe must be extracted from the

phase velocity v = 2.8-10 5 m implicit dispersion relation established c,
s MACSYMA.

group velocity vg= 1.2 0 The instability is damped by collisional
S effects (viscosity, thermal conduction).

sonic velocity of Argon cA= 1.86-103  
Considering only the "laminar" collision

s rates cited above, a damping is unlikely.

sonic velocity of electrons c. = 5.03 105 -. However, the inclusion of an anomalous
s (turbulent) collision rate, eq. (15), may

v= 4.569 108 .1 v= 1.017 103 1  either temporarily stabilize the wave, thus
collision s s giving rise to intermittent appearance of
frequencies V = 1.233. 10" 1 o = 1.750-e 10 1 the instability, or establish a quasi-

' s ** s stationary turbulent state.

electron plasma frequency up, = 3.47 10 , Similar to the results by Morin and Kahn

1 [19], the phase velocity of this low fre-
ion plasma frequency Up = 1.29.* . quency electron acoustic wave is smaller

S than the sonic velocity of the electrons,
indicating a strong coupling of electrons

:33 der-n; ohase velocity and eigen vector and ions which leads to a slowing of the
- -ta3iity it can be defined as wave by the inert ions.

-rse ect-rn acoustic wave instability
], apearir. in incompletely ionized Considering the group velocity, Fig. 6

pl a . T'his is a macroscopic electro- shows that it is negative within a wide
stat-c instability and should not be con- range and only becomes positive in the im-
-Juea w-th the electron sound instabilty mediate range of the instability itself as
-.~~-c s 3m_ scopic 2electrostatic. The well as for large k (Vp->O for k-->m). t
a e or u/Op,= 3.2102 might indicate a should be kept in mind tnat the immediate

;-n,; camc~ig of the wave, at least for vicinity of the instacilt-y cntributes
-ne as-abatic case. However, Morin and Kann most to the wave and that here the energy
'1: :-5,e s-own in an investigation of the is transoorted in the direction of the wa/e

r: -zc:ioatic case that the electron acous- vector. On the other hana. Moser [21' has
-,: sa.e can be unstable also for shown that negative grouc .elocities are
u/upe( 1, f the ratio T./T, exceeds a common in the case of convective instatili-

:- ':a/a lue of the order of unity. The ties. This may be an indication that the
,re -;gorous treatment presented here instability here is at least in parts con-

In;,s tnat tn-s instability already occurs vective. This will have to be investigated
-r 7,i. = 1, particularly because further.

. .; . Table 2.

Figs. 7 through 12 show the depenoence of
The electrcn accusti wave instability the 'nstaoility parameters on pressure arn
a::ar -s3 erergy from the tnermal energy of temperature for a limited range. Especially
the electrcns. :n tne partly ion-zec plasma frequency and growth rate snow a strong
tnis leads to an energy transfer from tne variation, with the extrema of the curves
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lying in the vicinity of greatest change of national Electric Propulsion Confer-

the degree of ionization with pressure and ence, Tokyo, 1934.

temperature. Below 9900 K, the instability [6] H. Hugel: Zur Funktionsweise der Anode

vanishes. This seems to indicate that the im Eigenfeldbeschleuniger. DFVLR-FB 80-
acoustic wave instability preferentially 30, 1380.

appears for low concentrations of the non- [7] W.0. Merke, M. Auweter-Kurtz, H.

ionizec component. Habiger, H.L. Kurtz, H.O. Schrade:
Nozzle Type MPD Thruster Experimental
Investigations. IEPC 88-023, 20th In-

Conclusions ternational Electric Propulsion Con-
ference, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, 1988.

It was shown that the electron acoustic [8] H.O. Schrade, M. Auweter-Kurtz, H.L.

ave irstatility appears in the plasma jet Kurtz: Stability Problems in Magneto-

of an MPD thruster under conditions which plasmadynamic Arc Thrusters. AIAA 18th

are of interest for its operation. The in- Fluid Dynamics and Plasmadynamics and

stanility causes an anomalous energy trans- Laser Conference, Cincinnati, OH, 1985.

port from the electron gas to the neutrals. [9] E.Y. Choueiri, A.J. Kelly: MPD-Thrust-

The behavior of the instability was studied er Plasma Instability Studies. AIAA-87-

in a temperature range of 9900 T 12000K 1067, 19th IEPC, Colorado Springs,CO,

and a pressure range of 10-4 p2 10-4bar. 1987.

The results seem to indicate that this [10] H.J. Kaeppeler: Irreversible Stochas-

-natai it't will likely also occur in other tic Thermodynamics and the Transport

arts :f t'he thruster where the equilibrium Phenomena in a Reacting Plasma. Verlag

aec::r': fe'd is nct equal to zero. This Flugtechnik/Ernst von Oinhausen.

accis:: wave instability may be a good ex- Stuttgart, 1956.

o:'aaticn for the experimentally found fre- [11] H.J. Kaeppeler: Equilibrium and Non-

:uenzie in tne hundreds of kilohertz re- Equilibrium Thermodynamics of Plasma

gi-n. These oscillations occur at high cur- Flow. GER 10930, Goodyear Report REWD
rents where the plasma is almost fully 62-027, Goodyear Aircraft Corporation,

::-izec. Especially near the cooled nozzle, Akron, Ohio, 1963.

-ners occur the largest gradients for the [12] H.J. Kaeppeler: The Basic Equations

- -als locally which then cause the for a Four Component Theory of Turbu-

h ,ghest heat transfer from the electrons to lent Magneto-Plasmadynamics. Report

the neutrals due to the acoustic wave in- IPF-83-3, Institut fur Plasmaforschung,

staili ty. It was stated above that the in- Stuttgart, 1983.

stability seems to be favored for a low [13] N.B. Vargaftik: Tables on the Thermo-

3e-.t'tin f neutrals. Increasing the physical Properties of Liquids and

:-:. :- neutrals and lowering the tem- Gases. John wiley & Sons, New York.

oerature seems to stabilize the electron 1975.

accsstic wave. This may explain why a local [14] M. Maurer, A. Hayd, H.J. Kaeppeler:

addition of propellant will move unstable Quasi-Analytical Method for Solving

cze'ra:cn t: higher I2/m values. Nonlinear Differential Equations for
Turbulent Self-Confined Magneto-Plas-

- r~er studies it is planned to include mas. Journal of Computational Physics

*- afs':ts cf temperature and density gra- 66, pp. 1.52-172, 1986.

Se:-5, and equiliarium electric and mag- [15] Symbolics, MACSYMA Reference Manual

-ec -Fe'ds, and to calculate anomalous Version 11, Symbolics, Doc. No. SMI

"eating rates and collision frequencies as- 0501030.011, Cambridge, Massachusetts,

sociatea with the appearing instabilities. 1985.
[16] D. Rempfer, M. Auweter-Kurtz, H.J.

Kaeppeler: Aufstellung und Ldsung der
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